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Vehicles to Fill the Gap

• Deal types and structures used 
• Identifying vehicles  
• Using vehicles strategically to achieve 

goals



Common Deal Types

Deal Types Details

1. Research 
Collaboration or 
Technology Evaluation

!Fastest to complete 
!Lowest price 
!Shortest term

2. License  
or License Option

!Revenue & recognition 
!Short or long term

3. Development 
Agreement

!Complements 
capabilities 
!Can improve but slow 

decisions

4. Commercialization 
Agreement

!Leverages capabilities 
!Increases value 
!Higher value

5. Acquisition Option !Guaranteed payments 
!Can limit competition



Or Combinations!

Deal Types

1. Research 
Collaboration or 
Technology Evaluation

2. License  
or License Option

3. Development 
Agreement

4. Commercialization 
Agreement

5. Acquisition Option
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✓



Research Collaboration

Benefits • Tech feasibility builds trust & knowledge 
• Can lead to larger future deals

Funding • Range depends on development stage

Structure • Ideal to clarify success criteria

Risks • Lowest risk structure 
• Easiest to complete & terminate

Key 
Questions • Data ownership, publication rights, termination rights, option rights

An agreement to conduct pre-clinical and/or clinical research studies. 
This could include exploring new disease indications.



License or License Option

Benefits • Varied deal structures: potential options and issues

Funding • Multiple sources; ex: options as a product advances in development
 

Structure • Specific or general; e.g., territory, indication, customer

Risks • Precedents – can raise value for future deals or limit upside

Key 
Questions • Value – what are you giving up, gaining, retaining, and sharing 

A legal contract that gives a company rights to develop, manufacture, and/or sell an asset. 
This could include a product or products, technology, platform, or other item of  value.



License Examples:

vehicles

J&J purchased 50/50 profit deal with Pharmacylics in Dec 
2011 for ~$1B; Abbvie purchased the rest of  the company in 
Mar 2015 at ~$21B

Onyx’s license to Bayer was cited as a reason why 
Onyx was not acquired until the agreement was 
restructured after a lawsuit



Development Agreement

Benefits • Can leverage resources from larger companies

Funding • Options to split in cases of  territory-exclusive licenses or co-
development agreements

Structure • Highly variable; depends on the asset, partners, goals, etc.

Risks • Ensuring the right partner, deal structure, and organization for 
success

Key 
Questions

• Speed of  trials, research, legal review, approvals, and go/no go 
decisions

An agreement to develop or co-develop a product which could include basic research, 
preclinical, clinical trials, regulatory approval, manufacturing, and/or commercialization.



Development Agreement Example: 
BMS & CytomX

vehicles

Bristol-Myers Squibb and CytomX Therapeutics Announce 
Worldwide Collaboration to Develop Probody™ Therapeutics 
Against Multiple Immuno-Oncology Targets 

! Worldwide research collaboration and license agreement to discover, 
develop and commercialize novel therapies against multiple immuno-
oncology targets using CytomX’s proprietary Probody™ Platform 

! $50M Upfront & ~$300M in milestones plus sales royalties



Commercial Agreement

Benefits • Can leverage assets of  each party

Funding • Product-specific opportunities - royalties, profit splits, 
manufacturing, marketing 

Structure • Unlocking value – territories, indications, customer channels 

Risks • Capping commercial upside 
• Working with partners

Key 
Questions • Best partner and structure?

An agreement to sell a product or service. These agreements could also 
include production, distribution, marketing, sales, or other activities.



Commercial Agreement Example: 
Illumina & 10x Genomics

vehicles

Illumina and 10x Genomics Announce Co-Marketing Deal 

(BUSINESS WIRE)--Feb. 10, 2016-- Illumina, Inc. today announced it is building 
partnerships to enable long read applications. In support of  the partnership 
ecosystem, Illumina announced the signing of  a co-marketing agreement to promote 10x 
Genomics Linked-Read sequencing products and Illumina sequencing systems. 

Illumina is building …partnerships that will enable customers to more effectively complete 
projects. 

This co-marketing agreement with 10x Genomics… provides customers with options for 
applications. 



Acquisition Options

Benefits • Can be challenging for the licensor… “When do we sell the 
company?”

Funding • Cash, stock, or combinations

Structure • Depends on the stage - development vs commercial 
• Purchasing a company or just an asset?

Risks • Balancing risk and reward with risk mitigations 
• Calculations can benefit the acquirer

Key 
Questions

• Locking up the target? 
• Can limit opportunities and capital raises

A corporate action in which a company buys all of, 
or a controlling stake in, another company.



Acquisition Example: 
Myriad & Crescendo

vehicles

Myriad Genetics Purchased a 3-year Option to Acquire Crescendo 

! Sales price was based on an equation using a multiple of revenue and growth rate or 

! A one-time right to acquire Crescendo for a fixed purchase price. 



Advanced topics

!Non-binding term sheets 

!Managing diligence and liabilities 

!When things go wrong: indemnities 

!Strategic Alliances: deals or “coopetition.” 

!Competitive protections 

!Legal experience 

!Getting the best deal

vehicles



The BD process –  
Execute the Deal & Measure Success
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Executing the Deal

• Working with stakeholders to structure a 
deal 

• Finalizing a deal 
• Measuring success 
• Maximizing success after deal completion



Processing a deal –  
get to know your legal council

Company

Research Development Legal Corporate Finance IP Commercial

Internal Alignment Partner Integration

     

Scope & Structure Legal/Contracting

3 – 30x

execute
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Processing a deal –  
get to know your legal council

Company

Research Development Legal Corporate Finance IP Commercial

Internal Alignment Partner Integration

     

Scope & Structure Legal/Contracting

Priority 
Integration

Finance Sign-offCorporate approvals
Signatures,  

Press releases,  
Finance, etc.

3 – 30x

execute



How can one maximize success? 
Start with communication

success

Feedback loops create transparency and accountability:



success

How can one maximize success? 
Start with communication

Feedback loops create transparency and accountability:



Key Understandings

success



Example: Renegotiating/Updating a deal

success

2003 20152007 2009 2013

Initial development 
agreement. Aventis/
Sanofi takes a 4% 
equity stake.

Sanofi collaborates on 
new drug discovery and 
development, pays up to 
$800M, increases 
ownership to 19%.

Regeneron pays Sanofi 
$20M plus milestones 
for compounds 
previously included in 
the collaboration. 

Sanofi increases R&D 
funding to 160M per 
year through 2017.

New immunotherapy 
collaboration: 
Companies alternate as 
the lead development 
and commercialization. 
Companies share profits.



For Disastrous Business Development…

!Neglect your company’s interests 

!Don’t listen to the other sides’ needs 

!Be inflexible 

!Don’t anticipate issues  

!Don’t “listen to the science” 

!Don’t squeeze the other side for every last dollar

success



Hallmarks of  Outstanding Business 
Development

It’s Relationship Building! 

!Establish fundamental trust – when things go well and when 
they go poorly  

!Listen not only to what is said, but to what isn’t shared 
verbally 

!Find creative solutions to your company’s issues and your 
partners’ constraints and challenges 

!Know that the relationship is only the beginning of  the 
relationship

success



The BD timeline reflects both the long term 
and short term organizational goals 

Search & Evaluation 
Finding the technology, company, and team

Discuss & Diligence 
Vetting teams, technologies, and deal structures

Negotiation & Contracts 
Term sheets, contracts, and deal points



Advanced Topics: Developing BD requires

Analysis of: 

!Scientific: discovery, dev, lead op, CMC, ADME, pre-clinical 

!Therapeutic: clinical trials, guidelines, integration of  care 

!Commercial: clinical use, TPP, TAM, PAM, Regional uses 

!Finance: reimbursement, global payments, royalties, stacking 

Develop your: 

!Curiosity 

!Patience 

!Clear verbal and written communication 

!Ability to work with people!



Parallels to Academia: Questions to consider

!What vehicles could the lab bring to meet its goals? 

!How do you establish collaborations? 

!How do you structure collaborations? 

!What do you negotiate in a collaboration? 

!Can you share an example of  a deal gone bad?



BD course objectives

You should now be able to: 

1. Define Business Development 

2. Identify steps in the BD process 

3. Understand how Business Development contributes to a 
business’ vision and goals 

4. Describe different vehicles that Business Development can 
leverage to accomplish their objectives 

5. Describe successful deal structures



Wrap Up  
Resources to learn business development 

!Entrepreneurship Center courses 

!Coursera or iTunes University 

!Harvard Business Review (HBR) 

!FierceBiotech daily newsletter (or sister publications) 

!Earnings calls from public companies of  interest
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